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Fig. 1 - S2 (22 & 30.07.2020) - Global view of Niamey region before the Sirba and Niger flood.

Fig. 2 - S2 (16 & 19.08.2020) - Several weeks later after the rain season brought heavy precipitations.

Operational review of the record flood in Niamey, Niger
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Fig. 3 - S2 (22 & 30.07.2020, 16 & 19.08.2020) - Areas flooded before & after show in white, newly flooded in cyan, no more flooded in red.

Based in Niger, the local early warning system for Sirba floods (Système Local d’Alerte Précoce pour les Inondations de la Sirba, SLAPIS) reported:
In Niamey, following the rainfall received in the south-western part of Niger and Burkina Faso, the water level observed at the hydrometric station
of Niamey rose to 650 cm on 18/08/2020 at 09:00. This is a water level never reached in the past. Sandbags were placed on the dyke downstream
of the Kennedy Bridge to prevent the water from overflowing it.

 
Left: Hydrological stations network of the Niger river basin - Source: Niger Basin Authority

Right: Cumulative precipitation in the Niger river basin over the past 3 dekads [mm] - Source: Niger Basin Authority

2D view

On 18 August, Niamey et les 2 jours detailed the impact of the current flooding of the Niger river: "819 houses collapsed in Niamey resulting in the
death of four people". According to the same source, a number of dykes begin to submerge which prompted the authorities to start repairing them.

Hervé TREBOSSEN is an expert working on floods in Niamey since 2007 in the framework of flood prevention and production of prevention maps as
a part of an intellectual work convenience by AGRHYMET and the Niger Basin Authority. TREBOSSEN details in Trebossen and al., 2008: "The
hydrological regime of the Niger River in Niamey is characterized on the one hand by the flows from the high Niger basin whose peak arrives in
Niamey during the dry season during the period December-January and on the other hand by the flows from tributaries of the right bank during the
rainy season. The hydrograph in Niamey is thus characterized by two main flood peaks. The flood associated with the tributaries from Burkina is
called local flood (or black flood) because of its localized character in time and space, as opposed to the second flood called Malian flood (or white,
or Sudanian, or Guinean) which is generated by distant inputs from the upper Niger Basin: Guinea, Ivory Coast and Mali. Part of the city of Niamey
is located in floodplain by overflow of the river, in any case for a secular event. In particular the alluvial zone of right bank (former river bed), is
protected by various embankment only for a threshold of limited flow."

"Since 2012, several major flood events have occurred in Niamey mostly due to local tributaries and land cover changes in their respective basins.
The last one is the most important one ever measured in Niamey. The scientific community found that the middle Niger is potentially changing its
regime."

https://climateservices.it/a-niamey-les-digues-de-protection-tiennent-la-hauteur-record-du-fleuve-de-650-centimetres/
http://www.sath.abn.ne/Hydrology_EN.html#
http://www.sath.abn.ne/Agrometeorology_EN.html
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/2c4536bfec074288b625bd5618a0e5d4
https://www.niameyetles2jours.com/la-gestion-publique/gestion-publique/1808-5835-risque-d-inondation-le-gouverneur-de-niamey-invite-les-populations-a-liberer-les-sites-a-risque
http://agrhymet.cilss.int/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/311953906_PREVENTION_DU_RISQUE_D'INONDATION_A_NIAMEY
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Fig. 4 - S1 (22 & 29.07.2020) - Global view of Niamey region before the Sirba and Niger flood.

Fig. 5 - S1 (15 & 22.08.2020) - The rainfalls caused the rivers of the Sirba subbasin to swell, propagating the flood to the Niger river.

2D view

As stated by Mr. Hervé TREBOSSEN, "In 2007, the AGRHYMET Regional Center and the Niger Basin Authority joined their efforts to warn Niamey of
the risk of overflow flooding of the Niger River. The specific objectives were to:

Characterize hydrological events with significant flood risk,
Construct the reference water lines associated with these events,
Mapping the corresponding flood events (right-of-way, water depths and even duration of flooding),
Mapping the risk by confronting the hazard to the vulnerability (land use)."

2D view

"The measures to be taken to prevent floods for example for the city of Niamey are:

Dikes should be regularly inspected and maintained, including their foundations,
Dikes should be reinforced and heightened taking into account the changes in the Middle Niger regime,
The upstream flood expansion zones must absolutely be preserved,

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/25ba302e3b0c474db7769f0c4de90289
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/0febef908183477f9f387dc45b8aa456
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Fig. 6 - S1 (22 & 29.07.2020; 03 & 10.08.2020; 15 & 22.08.2020) - Flood of the Sirba system above Niamey.

The possibility of exceptionally using Kandadji's work (by preserving a slice of capping in the bowl, possibly by preventive releases) could be
examined for the Malian flood."

3D view

 
Left: Discharge of the Niger river in Niamey - Source: Niger Basin Authority
Right: Height of the Niger river in Niamey - Source: Niger Basin Authority

 
Left: Discharge of the Sirba river in Garbé Kourou, upstream of the confluence with the Niger river - Source: Niger Basin Authority

Right: Height of the Niger river in Malanville, downstream of Niamey - Source: Niger Basin Authority

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/8c7639ab0cd847709fbbfda619d98be5
http://www.sath.abn.ne/Hydrology_EN.html#
http://www.sath.abn.ne/Hydrology_EN.html#
http://www.sath.abn.ne/Hydrology_EN.html#
http://www.sath.abn.ne/Hydrology_EN.html#
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Fig. 7 - S1 (22 & 29.07.2020; 03 & 10.08.2020; 15 & 22.08.2020) - Flood downstream of the confluence with the Niger river.

Fig. 8 - S2 (22 & 30.07.2020, 16 & 19.08.2020) - Mask of the flooded areas over the a natural colour composite of Niamey.

2D view

The levee was finally overflowed as it was reported by the SLAPIS on 23 August 2020: The protection system of the city of Niamey lasted for more
than ten days, but today, 23 August 2020, as water reached a height of 659 cm in several places, the levee was no longer able to withstand the
floodwaters of the Niger River.

3D view

The Hydrology Service of Niger added in this report: The Hydrology Department's monitoring system has been closely and diligently monitoring the
flood for weeks and had provided timely information on the rising water level. Once the level of red alert had been reached, several actions were
taken to inform, alert and even protect the population against the risk of flooding:

Before the arrival of the flood, the reinforcement and raising of several protective dikes in Kirkissoye, Saga, Lamordé, downstream Saguia
(this dyke had been breached on 1st September 2019) etc,
Several awareness-raising sessions for local populations through field visits, radio and television communications. The governor of the
Niamey region has made several communications, summoned the mayors of the communes, the heads of districts and villages to sensitise
them to also show them to sensitise the neighbouring populations,

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/9b388fbe624c4e2db982d4981772d723
https://climateservices.it/a-cote-659-cm-les-digues-de-niamey-nont-pas-plus-tenir-a-la-crue/
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/ac30ddd2d2384664856b7311916b166b
https://climateservices.it/a-cote-659-cm-les-digues-de-niamey-nont-pas-plus-tenir-a-la-crue/
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Fig. 9 - S1 (22 & 29.07.2020; 03 & 10.08.2020; 15 & 22.08.2020) - Focus on Niamey, most affected areas show in blue.

A field visit to raise awareness among the local population led by the Minister of Hydraulics accompanied by the governor of Niamey, several
other agents and senior officials from other ministries, the executive management of Civil Protection, Humanitarian Action, Early Warning
System, National Office of Hydro-Agricultural Developments, Rural Engineering, etc... , the directors and advisers of the prime minister,
Raising the embankment upstream of Kennedy Bridge with sandbags to prevent water from passing through the dikes and limit damage.
These works have been directed by the regional directorate of rural engineering of Niamey,
The evacuation of very threatened populations by the executive management of Civil Protection and the Ministry of Humanitarian Action.

Nevertheless, the exceptional level of the river has had the upper hand and there have been several cases of flooding with enormous damage to rice
fields, gardens, fields, livestock and houses.

2D view

A later report released by the Niger Basin Authority on August 28, 2020 states: "On Sunday 23rd August 2020, the Niger River rose out of its main
bed and invaded the Technical Directorate of the Niger Basin Authority and its surroundings. The riverside population is completely in the water and
does not know who to turn to. Also, several material damages have been noticed: houses and training centres completely in flooded, the Niger rice
husking factory submerged, rice fields immersed, household effects destroyed, etc.

Indeed, ten days ago, the Niger Basin Authority (NBA) gave the red alert that the water level would be very high, with even high risks of flooding.
The water level started to rise since 11th August 2020, going from 605 cm to 629 cm on 12th August 2020. This upward trend continued rapidly
and reached the level 660 cm on Sunday 23rd August 2020, thus exceeding the 620 cm red alert level in Niamey. The heavy rains recorded between
18th and 24th August, 2020 in Niamey and Tillaberi regions and in the Burkina part of the Niger Basin accentuated the rapid rise in the water
levels in Niamey, going from 660 cm to 675 cm on 25th August 2020. This recorded 675 cm water level, never observed before, is 55 cm higher than
the 620  cm red alert threshold, which led to the river’s overflow into flood-prone areas by submerging the protection dyke downstream of the
Kennedy Bridge."

 
Left: The August 2020 flood broke the record level of the Niger river - Source: SLAPIS

Right: The dikes were heightened but after several days of water rising beyond record levels, they were overflowed - Source: SLAPIS

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/6688f6c700144684b127816c2723d9aa
http://www.abn.ne/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=465:le-debordement-des-eaux-du-fleuve-niger-a-la-direction-technique-de-lautorite%E2%80%A6&Itemid=&lang=en
https://climateservices.it/a-niamey-les-digues-de-protection-tiennent-la-hauteur-record-du-fleuve-de-650-centimetres/
https://climateservices.it/la-crue-du-fleuve-niger-se-poursuit-et-des-nouveaux-quartiers-de-niamey-sont-sous-leau/
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Fig. 10 - S2 (22 & 30.07.2020) - Rice cropland are located in the major bed of the Niger in Niamey.

Fig. 11 - S2 (22 & 30.07.2020, 16 & 19.08.2020) - Areas affected by the flood show in blue.

3D view

"It should be noted that the failure to continue the reinforcement of the dyke protecting the Niger River’s right bank beyond the old Kennedy Bridge,
further downstream, probably favoured the submersion of the dyke on that part, thus causing the flooding of the AGRHYMET Regional Centre and
the NBA Technical Directorate, as well as the road passing in front of the Technical Directorate. In addition, the river bed was filled in or silted up,
which is an aggravating factor for the floods. Also, actions by riparian populations, which block the natural ways of the river’s water, have certainly
helped in accentuating this flooding situation in the area."

3D view

"Within the framework of the Niger River’s hydrological monitoring, the National Directorate of Hydrology of the Republic of Niger, together with the
team of the Niger Basin Observatory, conducted two gauging sessions during the month of August 2020 for the verification and validation of the
rating curve in effect at the Niamey station. Thus, on Tuesday 25th August, 2020, the flow rate was 2420 m³/s and the level was 669 cm. This
2420 m³/s flood wave will propagate downstream of Niamey to reach the localities of Say, Tamou and Gaya in Niger, Alibori and Malanville in Benin,
and Jiderebode and Kainji in Nigeria."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/db960f322d8a4c91a981d9a8651ef899
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/48ae0eaacfb74fa18dbeef20ae92f2fa
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Fig. 12 - S1 (22 & 29.07.2020; 03 & 10.08.2020; 15 & 22.08.2020) - Zoom on the flooded areas below bridge Kennedy. 3D view

"Faced with this observed critical situation, the competent national authorities must intensify the sensitization of downstream riparian populations
in order for them to take the necessary measures for evacuating the area."
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